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Penman Mask & Wig Presents
'The Mad Ad' Tonight at 8:30

The 17th Annual Freshman Mask and Wig Show, 'The Mad Ad,' will be presented tonight at 8:30 in Irvine Auditorium.

The songs in the show were written by Ronald Lowden. They include "When You're Smiling," "Beat to the Drum," "You Are My Sunshine," and "Blue Eyes." The cast of the show will consist of 28 Pennsylvania students and 28 members of the Franklin Society. The show will be directed by Robert F. Graff, a junior in the Business School, and will be produced by the Franklin Society. The show will be presented tonight at 8:30 in Irvine Auditorium.
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The songs in the show were written by Ronald Lowden. They include "When You're Smiling," "Beat to the Drum," "You Are My Sunshine," and "Blue Eyes." The cast of the show will consist of 28 Pennsylvania students and 28 members of the Franklin Society. The show will be directed by Robert F. Graff, a junior in the Business School, and will be produced by the Franklin Society. The show will be presented tonight at 8:30 in Irvine Auditorium.
Buddha Talk

by Larry Keebel

Well, for general information, there was a r.p.m. last Thursday evening. Please do not hold any more raps on Thursday evening as it shools my column to back. I hear that Jay Frank, if 've let a French go too big, had trouble sitting into jail. Couldn't you have called the French police station and had them come and get him? For activity this week, there is only one event of any importance, and it is the Freshman Wig Show, which will be presented in Irvine Auditorium this evening at 11:30. From what I hear, students will have to hurry to get tickets. From my three years here at the University, I can say that it is the best show that has been given by the Wiggers. Charlie Meredith, undergraduate chairmain, states that $1700 will be collected from the Philadephia Zoo for the second act. To all those who have not, please get your tickets now. We have the Freshman Wig Show tonight, so the tickets had to be sold out. The Freshman Wig Show is branching out into book and told stories on their "Sharon's"..."Eddie Jacobs..." to students who will be out of place and not having a good time.

Ed Jones, of Mason and Wag fame, is directing the meeting of the Mason and Wag men into St. Anthony's Hall. The car just made it down the 55th and Pinnacle Street, and the students were addressed to two different teachers, they would never be considered by us.
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Haines Defends Sprint
Title In Outdoor Heps

Ken Deatherby and his varsity track team began the second half of the outdoor season by traveling to West Point tomorrow for the Penn Relays. As a result of which the Quaker.

Haines, Pennsylvania’s track team, deserves high, was out of four defending title.

Haines, Pennsylvania’s track team, deserves high praise for the most outstanding performance of the season thus far. The Quakers compiled a score of 45 points in the Pennsylvania Relays, leading the state’s university teams.

Penn Defends Title

The Quakers, led by their star performers, were dominant in both the men’s and women’s events. The men’s team scored 60 points, while the women’s team scored 45 points.

Varsity Netmen Oppose Army

Still looking for its second win of the season, Pennsylvania’s varsity tennis team 1-1 meets Army tomorrow afternoon at 3 p.m. at the Law School Courts.

The basis of comparative strength in the match between the two doomed to a fourhundred-and-fourty-yard and will run a leg on the mile relay team. The members of the Red and Blue team are Pat McDaid and Dave Lauer or Bruce Derr. A team of Lease, Derr, Dardick and Haines won the Red mile in the Penn Relays in a 3:30, 25-second train.

Frost Track Team Faces Stiff Test

In Meet With Harvard at Franklin Field

The Crimson has had a successful season so far, but the Quakers are not far behind, with identical 3-2 marks, are by far the favorites to win tomorrow’s meet.

Pennsylvania’s varsity golf team, which hasn’t won an EIL game all year, can decide the league pennant race tomorrow afternoon at Princeton, still smarting from Wednesday’s 6-0 upset in the hands of Army, which pushed the Quakers into a 4-1 hole. With Princeton’s win at stake, five invades Philadelphia with a chance to end all speculation about the 1956 EIL race.

In addition to crowning an individual match play champion, two-team title contests will be the highlight of the tourney. The four-man Eastern Intercollegiate team championship, as well as the four-man Ivy golf title, will be decided at Princeton.

Twelve Hours Remain in Softball Tournament

The field was narrowed down to twelve teams last night, including George Bailey, Claudius Gasparini and Jim Allie. Penn coach Wallace Jinson is expected to win essentially, the same lineup that lost to Columbia on Wednesday. Ken Brown will be the sole Ash, Karcher of two, Ted Bleak at third and Jerry Freiner at four.

New Jerseyans may urge from six to five, but the Pennento be against the odds. Penncrown an earlier meeting in the first singles match. Al Pfan played from the fire line at New York City.

Penn Hosts Tiger Nine

Pennsylvania’s baseball team, which hasn’t won an EIL game all year, can decide the league pennant race tomorrow at Princeton, still smarting from Wednesday’s 6-0 upset in the hands of Army, which pushed the Quakers into a 4-1 hole. With Princeton’s win at stake, five invades Philadelphia with a chance to end all speculation about the 1956 EIL race.

In addition to crowning an individual match play champion, two-team title contests will be the highlight of the tourney. The four-man Eastern Intercollegiate team championship, as well as the four-man Ivy golf title, will be decided at Princeton.
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The field was narrowed down to twelve teams last night, including George Bailey, Claudius Gasparini and Jim Allie. Penn coach Wallace Jinson is expected to win essentially, the same lineup that lost to Columbia on Wednesday. Ken Brown will be the sole Ash, Karcher of two, Ted Bleak at third and Jerry Freiner at four.

New Jerseyans may urge from six to five, but the Pennento be against the odds. Penncrown an earlier meeting in the first singles match. Al Pfan played from the fire line at New York City.
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Remember—

Mother's Day May 13th
Show Your Matric Card
For 25-50% Discount
at
SARFAN
&
RUDOLPH
78 SANSOM STREET
Philadelphia 6, Pa.
(Chesapeake)

Diamonds Watches
Sterling Jewelry
Silverware Clocks
Radios Appliances
Luggage Cameras
Pen Sets Typewriters
Leather Goods Gifts

Lay-Away Plan
Open Wed. evenings,
Sat. 9-4 P.M.

MA 7-1834
MA 7-0967
For Trade Dinner Reservations

Campus Headquarters for Skimmers
Best Value — Best Price
VARSITY SHOP
(opposite men's dorm)

Quaker Oarsmen Compete in Sprints
For Eastern Titles

Crewing Three Days at Back
Cornell, Navy and Yale
Accounting to Burz, the Harvard coach
should make the finals without too much trouble. The Yale row
now against Yale, Columbus and Brunswick in their heat.

The only heat placed
third behind Navy and Princeton. dollars feels that the fresh have a chance of
being in the finals, as the first three boats in each heat qualify
for the Harvard races.

Princeton, Cornell, Columbia and Harvard that the
rowers are placed in the EARC lightweight
championships.

Cornell has been installed as the favorite, while Princeton, early-regular competitor of the "Big Red," is rated a close sec-
cord. Yale, the crew that led the
Quakers in the Blackwell race
until its stroke was thrown out of
the shell, is also rated a strong
heat.

The lightweight, coach
tf Myles will use the same
crew that defeated the Illini and
Michigan. Included in the eight are five lettermen, includ-
ing steerside Charles Anderson.

Peter Meshkoff answers:

Quaker Oarsmen compete in sprints for eastern titles.
Crewing three days at back, Cornell, Navy and Yale,
accounting to Burz, the Harvard coach should make the finals
without too much trouble. The Yale row, now against Yale, Columbus
and Brunswick in their heat.

The only heat placed third behind Navy and Princeton.
Dollars feels that the fresh have a chance of being in the finals, as the first
three boats in each heat qualify for the Harvard races.

Princeton, Cornell, Columbia and Harvard that the rowers are placed
in the EARC lightweight championships.

Cornell has been installed as the favorite, while Princeton, early-
regular competitor of the "Big Red," is rated a close second.
Yale, the crew that led the Quakers in the Blackwell race until its
stroke was thrown out of the shell, is also rated a strong heat.

The lightweight, coach Bull Myles will use the same crew that
defeated the Illini and Michigan. Included in the eight are five lettermen,
including steerside Charles Anderson.

Your question is a natural one, Herschel — one we hear quite often.
Du Pont is unquestionably a large company in total number of
employees and in all its operations. But, actually, Du Pont is made up of
ten independent departments, almost as if it were ten companies under
one management. And it is a fundamental policy at Du Pont to promote from
within and on merit only.

That produces many opportunities for new men, but in
addition there are proportionately more promotions at Du Pont
for each year — by reason of expansion and re-
tirement — than you would find in most smaller
companies. I say "proportionately more" because Du Pont
has grown at an average rate of seven per cent a year for the
past 15 years — a record that few companies can match.

And Du Pont is still growing rapidly. Take your field,
electrical engineering. A host of new and challenging
problems have to be faced, both in new construction
and in maintenance. There are plants to design with features
that have never been applied before; there are new
equipment-control problems to work out, and new en-
ingineering processes to pioneer. So, to answer your question
in a word, Herschel, I'd say your chances of promotion
on merit are extremely good at Du Pont!